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EDUCATION DYNAMICS
THE PRODUCT:
The Digital Dictionary Code (DD-CODETM) is a program to teach reading and speaking skills to
students of all ages and ability levels and regardless of mother tongue. DD-CODE™ translates the
international phonetic symbols into a coloured letter and number code format which is universal for the
visualisation of syllables and the sound to letter associations required for written English.
The product imparts adult-learned reading ability, which is normally learned over many years, to very
young children.
The Mamone Family have, single-handedly, discovered a Universal Sound to Letter Code, which
enables children to read and speak on the adult level on almost instant exposure to DD-CODE. The
DD-CODE is a 1 to 1, Sound to Letter Correspondence without any exception to the Rule.
The DD-Code can be applied to ANY language.
The DD-CODE is the only discovery, which can and is eliminating illiteracy all over the world,
virtually overnight.
THE COMPANY:
Education Dynamics (WW) Pty Ltd is being formed to disseminate the DD-Code around to world into
every conceivable market in every community.
Joseph Mamone, the inventor of the DD-Code and the delivery elements, has being developing the
technology since 1980. He, with his family, have developed and trial tested the systems with
extraordinary success.
Walter Raleigh has worked with Joseph since 1995 focusing on the globalisation of the technology.
This Company is now to fulfil these tasks.
MARKETS & COMPETITION:
The Japanese, Chinese, Italian, German, French, and any others, will be able to speak perfect English in
the English accent of their choice, at a glance. This is a most significant development as non English
speaking countries represent 90% of the world’s population today.
The main hot buttons that must be pushed in this sales / promotion strategy are a chance to improve the
socio-economic standing of the student, development and integration of the larger community,
providing the best start for the child in an ever competing world and the communication improvement
which improves overall productivity in the workplace.
Education Dynamics is ideally positioned to capitalise on this market as there are no other systems in
the market place that is as comprehensively affective as the DD-Code in empowering people. In order
for competitors to achieve the performance capabilities of the DD-Code system, competitors would
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have to develop systems from scratch and hope to achieve superiority. The Company therefore expects
to retain its technological advantage in the marketplace for the foreseeable future.
WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THIS BUSINESS?
For hundreds of years governments, universities and hundreds of thousands of teachers have looked for
a 1 to 1 sound-to-letter correspondence for decoding in reading, an Einstein’s E=mc2 for reading if you
like, and we are pleased to report that Joseph Mamone and his family have found it.
The DD-CODE™ provides for the development of the English language in a person who has little or no
exposure to reading the English language. It also develops the ability to speak without a pre-existing
accent, ea. Europeans and Asians can be taught to speak with an American mid-Atlantic accent or and
English Oxford accent. This particular feature of the program, which is unique, addresses the market
need for improved socialisation and the removal of prejudice which can be present in job applications
and career development. It is also the means whereby a national or indigenous language can be
preserved.
The program is innovative in itself. By the use of the DO-CODE, which is the key to language, no
other product teaches in this manner, nor can they produce the desired result in the same time frame.
Future product already developed but not yet ready for market include English teaching with accents of
countries such as England, Ireland, South Africa. Further development can provide similar programs to
teach other languages ie. Indonesian, Vietnamese, Spanish, French, etc.
Applications of the DD-Code Option Text to Newspapers, on and off the Internet and to Internet Home
Pages themselves will breakdown international language barriers of all kinds and will be the greatest
single promoter of amity between nations ever known.
With our team of experienced professional technicians, we will be well positioned to capitalise from
continual product development and application through all significant languages.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
John Doel
Education Dynamics (WW) Pty Ltd
11 Crenshaw Court
Parkwood 4214 Queensland Australia

Em: info@pascashealth.com
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Platform of the DD-Code – Digital Dictionary Code:
Of the world's 8 billion people, 600 million have English as their first language, whereas 92% of the
world's population use English in some form or another.
The DD-Code has been developed for computer-aided teaching, the menu incorporates:
DD-Code Curricular Development
DD-Code Reading Program Application
DD-Code Government 3R Curricula
DD-Code Option Text Chip
DD-Code operating system
DD-Code Media Application
DD-Code Internet
Language
Mathematics
General Science
General Knowledge and Entertainment
Games
Teach Your Child To Read
Children's Stories
Pre-School Primer
Tertiary Faculty Subjects
By learning to read a single word you are able to read two million words.
The system guarantees that a 5-year-old child can read like at adult level.
Though there are only 26 letters in the vocabulary, there are 26 vowel sounds and 22 consonants, a total
of 48 sounds.
1.
2.
3.
4.

MAGENTA VOWEL GROUP are Coded 1-22 for sound.
BLACK CONSONANTS are Sounded Phonetically.
BLUE CONSONANTS Sound-Switch to above phonetic superscript.
YELLOW LETTERS are not sounded at all.

The DD-Code is a 1 to 1, sound to letter correspondence without any exception to the rule.
The DD-Code has been developed to deliver English with three accents, Oxford, Mid-Atlantic and
Australian. The Code is applicable to all languages. The systems have been applied to Mandarin (Pin
Yen) resulting in the PY-Code and also Japanese. Any language can be applied.
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DD-CODE:

Language software code 'deciphers' English
August 16, 2001 Posted: 11:28 PM EDT (0328 GMT)

The code's digital
dictionary in print form
By CNN's Grant Holloway
SYDNEY, Australia (CNN)

One of the greatest difficulties in learning the English language is understanding that alphabet
characters can change how they sound from word to word, or often have no sound at all.
For every rule of English there are a myriad of exceptions and irregularities, which compound illiteracy
problems for native English speakers and frustrate the efforts of non-English speakers.
For example, the letter "a" can be sounded at least 10 different ways in 10 different words, and often
two or three different ways within a single world.
A new Australian-developed language learning system could have the potential to significantly reduce
the difficulties of learning English and improve general literacy levels for children.
Australian language researcher and software programmer Joseph Mamone has painstakingly developed
over more than 15 years a system which "explains" how the two million commonly used words in the
English language sound.
The system, which he calls DD-code, breaks each word in the English language down into four, colourcoded and numbered components.
These represent the 22 English vowel sounds, the 26 phonetic consonant sounds, consonant letters
which change their sounds or are not phonetically sounded, and letters which are silent.
For example, take the word: "Observed". In DD-code it would be broken down in the following way.
The "o" would be coloured magenta with a small number -- in this case a "22"-- above it to represent its
vowel sound.
The "b" would be black, representing a phonetically sounded consonant.
The "s" would be blue, representing a consonant that changes sound. Above it would be a small "z",
representing the actually consonant sound the letter makes in the word.
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The "er" would be magenta and number 13 for its vowel sound.
The "v" would be black, for a phonetically sounded consonant.
The "e" would be yellow, meaning it is not sounded.
The "d" would be a black, phonetically sounded consonant.
HOW IT WORKS
When the program is loaded, click the dd-code tab at the top of the page, this will translate the text into
DD-Code. Run your cursor over each letter to see how the system works.
Three accent versions
Mamone's system also accounts for emphasis and intonation within words and sentences and has been
developed in three accent versions: Mid-Atlantic American English, Queen's English and Australian
English.
What Mamone says he has done is develop a "100 percent reliable, speech-to-text mathematical
algorithm for the association of sound to letters within whole words".
"What we have created is a simple key, such as on a roadmap. Once you learn the key, you have the
tools to read and pronounce correctly every word in the English language," says Mamone.
While other literacy and English language learning systems have been developed in the past -- such as
the Words in Colour system -- DD-Code supporters say none are anywhere near as comprehensive as
Mamone's system.
Nor have they been developed to take advantage of advances in computer technology.
Learning difficulties
Educationalists and language teachers who have tested the DD-code system on children with learning
difficulties have been impressed by its effectiveness.
Anthony Tannous, who runs the Back to the Future literacy schools in Sydney, Australia, says the DDCode system is the most intensive language system he has come across.
"We were very cautious at first," he said.
"We had been looking for a literacy program for a number of years and we had looked at a number of
other options. When we saw DD-code we quickly realized this was probably the most comprehensive
literacy program ever devised.
"We were in a position to compare and the other programs we looked at were shallow in comparison."
Tannous advised that since introducing the program earlier this year, the school had had a 95 percent
success rate with children making significant improvements in their literacy levels within a few months.
"The results we have seen have been quite astonishing."
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Structured and coherent system

More than 2 million words have been translated into the code.
He said the school was now getting queries and feedback from teachers who were noticing the sharp
improvements in the literacy of the children using the system.
Another supporter is former principal of King's Christian College, Queensland, Dr Robert Paech.
A former research scientist, Paech said Mamone's system was the most structured and coherent system
for English language learning that he had encountered.
He said the history of the development of English was one of overlapping influences which had created
many inconsistencies between the way words looked and how they sounded.
Teaching approaches had swung between teaching "whole word recognition" and the "phonetic"
approach, both of which were deficient because of the inconsistencies.
Where the DD-code system was strong was that it enabled the entire English language to be broken
wholly down into phonetic parts, he said.
So far, the DD-code system has only been used commercially on a limited basis for helping Australian
children improve their literacy levels.
But Mamone is keen to further develop DD-code applications for teaching non-English speakers the
language and for improving accents and pronunciation.
The system also has the potential, says Mamone, to help computer-generated voice systems to sound
more natural and assist in the development of voice-recognition computer systems.
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August 17, 2001 – Interoperability

Phonetics for man and his machine
Phonetics, the science of pronunciation, serves learners to hear and pronounce languages like native
speakers do. It also helps in designing scripts for languages that are only oral. In nearly every language,
phonetic symbols outnumber the 26 letters of the Roman alphabet because there are more spoken
sounds, phones, than letters.
Tells this scribe's trusty, two-score-years-old Britannica that designs for phonetic symbols ought meet a
number of criteria. They should harmonize well with ordinary Roman letters and they should be easy to
write. An additional italic style is good to have. Kerns top or bottom are out and kerns on the side
should be eschewed as much as possible. And ultimately, a single phonetic script should serve all
languages.

Now CNN's Grant Holloway reports on work by Australian language researcher and software
programmer Joseph Mamone, who has devised a code to represent sounds for different forms of
English: the Queen's, Mid-Atlantic American, and Australian. This DD-code adds colours and numbers
to ordinary characters. Vowels are coloured magenta and have a number added for fine-tuning the
sound. Phonetically representative consonants are in black, but those consonants that do not correctly
represent a sound are shown in blue and have a correction added. Yellow is for the sound of silence.
Mamone has produced a two-million-word dictionary in DD-code.
One reported benefit of the code is rapidly improved literacy skills in school children through its
consistency, which surpasses that of the phonetic approach to teaching and whole-word recognition.
Other expected benefits are language learning by non-native speakers and overcoming foreign accents.
DD-code may also make computers sound more like people.
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EDUCATION DYNAMICS & REMOTE AREA TECHNOLOGIES = ED + RATs
High quality education can be delivered to remote areas through central control modules via localised
broadband communications links. Central distribution points with live interactive education programs
that train the trainer’s en-situ with curriculum programs to educate children as well as adults.
Education centres (schools) would be operational:
A. Day time sessions for children's schooling, and
B. Evening sessions for further education of adults.
Schooling would focus on curriculum developed within the community, focusing on
Literacy - reading and writing
Arithmetic - quantities, measures, $, basic geometry
Life skills - health, family.
Adult further education would focus on sustainable industries for introduction to the community such
as:

 Land use

 Water management

 Agriculture

 Housing

 Light industries.
Focusing on this agenda are the new technologies through Centre for Advanced Technologies (CATs).
CATs is to source education systems that have been developed for broadband interactive teaching and
make such technologies and programs available to governmental authorities and Non-Government
Organisations (NGOs) for consideration in their development of curriculum’s. In this regard, programs
have been recommended to CATs by:

 Mission Australia
Sandie Norman

 Joseph, Joanne, Rachel & Rebecca Mamone Family

 Cheryl Joseph
The Mamone Family have, single handedly, discovered a Universal Sound to Letter Code which
facilitates children to Read and Speak on the adult level on almost instant exposure to Digital
Dictionary Code (DD-CODE). The DD-CODE is a 1 to 1, Sound to Letter Correspondence without any
exception to the Rule. The DD-CODE is the only discovery, which can and is eliminating illiteracy
from all over the world, virtually overnight.
CATs core agenda is to introduce technologies, which are conducive to the delivery of sustainable
development.
Sustainable development is widely understood to involve natural sciences and economics, but it is
even more fundamentally concerned with culture: with the values people hold and how they
perceive their relations with others. It responds to an imperative need to imagine a new basis for
relationships among peoples and with the habitat that sustains human life.
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The RABECK TRIANGLE – the VOWEL to LETTER GROUP of ENGLISH:
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The RABECK TRIANGLE is the most significant breakthrough in communication since English began
to take its written form from the Latin, many, many centuries ago.
It shows not only that the first people who began to ‘write things down’ were naturally intelligent but
also that, incredibly, written English drew from the Latin written form in perfect mathematical
sequences, which correlates speech to writing and where this was not achieved consciously by people at
the time.
The RABECK TRIANGLE is the mathematical expansion which correlates human speech with reading.
The expansion of the RABECK TRIANGLE makes text instantly recognisable for speech or reading
out loud. The said expansion translates a universal but simple sound code format into instant reading
ability.
The reading or decoding of printed text resulting from this discovery which is a prime component of the
DD-Code (Digital Dictionary), creates a far superior level of reading ability than adults even by the
youngest of children and non-English speaking people alike.
Nothing is written about this component in any of the educational psychology literature around the
world. Federal and international laws acknowledge Mamone-Copyright of the RABECK TRIANGLE.
Words are made of alternating vowel and consonant – sound and letter chains.
To be more precise:
1.

Although there are only 26 consonant sounds, there are some 2,500 consonant letter cluster
components which represent them and alternate with vowels.

2.

Just 86 vowel letter clusters which not only represent the 22 vowel sounds of spoken English,
but they are seen with high frequency and with great visual contrast compared to the many
hundreds of consonants.

The use of this phenomena is all important to superior reading.
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ELIMINATION OF ILLITERACY:
The Mamone Family have, single-handedly, discovered a Universal Sound to Letter Code, which
enables children to Read and Speak on the adult level on almost instant exposure to DD-CODE. The
DD-CODE is a 1 to 1, Sound to Letter Correspondence without any exception to the Rule. The DDCODE is the only discovery, which can and is eliminating illiteracy all over the world, virtually
overnight.
For the first time in the history of teaching the spoken and written language of ENGLISH, the DDCODE option text is 100% reliable. Speech to text association for acute and perfect development of
reading and enunciation of the accent of English as desired by the student.
More specifically, the DD-CODE (Digital Dictionary) is a 1 to 1, sound to letter correspondence
without any exception to the rule.
1.
2.

Training of educators to enable them to teach the reading writing of English takes ONE WEEK.
To enable ANYONE to read and write English fluently takes TWO weeks of full time education
(5 hours a day for two weeks).

The accent that a student achieves is controlled. It can be Queen’s Oxford English, Mid Atlantic
American English or your local accent – Australian English.
Classes consisting of Asian, Koreans, Bosnian, Afghanistan’s, Yugoslavians, New Zealand Maoris,
Irish, Romanian have successfully become fluent in English within two weeks.
Australians with drug addiction and no reading and writing skills have achieved fluency in slightly
longer times (3 weeks).
Listening skills are also enhanced by the program.
Reading diagnostic testing is undertaken before / during / and after completion of course.
The program applies also to numeracy skills.
Deaf children have been successfully taught to speak coherently, read and write (Indonesian, son of a
Minister).
Children introduced to the program at age two have subsequently graduated for University at ages of 10
and 11, qualifying in English, maths I and maths II, physics and chemistry!
The DD-Code is readily taught by broadband communication. The system has been in development for
more than a decade and has always been television and computer based.
This, an other, broadband education delivery tool will greatly enhance performance outcomes whilst
reducing education costs.
The agenda is to have a prominent University institutionalise the Digital Dictionary Code via their
interest and participation in the system.
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EDUCATION DYNAMICS
BENEFITS & PROFITS for STUDENTS & INDUSTRY USERS of TECHNOLOGY
Application: “DD-CODE” language educational and application products:


















DD-Code Curricular Development – Digital Dictionary
DD-Code Reading Program Application
DD-Code Government 3R Curricula
DD-Code Option Text Chip
DD-Code operating system
DD-Code Media Application
DD-Code Internet
Language
Mathematics
General Science
General Knowledge and Entertainment
Games
Teach Your Child To Read
Children's Stories
Pre-School Primer
Tertiary Faculty Subjects

Application: “RABECK TRIANGLE”:
 The Rabeck Triangle is the mathematical expansion which correlates
human speech with reading.
 The expansion of the Rabeck Triangle makes text instantly
recognisable for speech or reading out loud.
 The said expansion translates a universal but simple sound code
format into instant reading ability..
Application: “ALL LANGUAGES”:
 The DD-Code fits all languages without exception or rule variance.
 Written English drew from the Latin written form in perfect mathematical sequence which
correlates speech to writing.
 The DD-Code functions in the same way as the chemical periodic table, it is able to predict
future words and their probable meaning.
 Using the DD-Code, lost ancient languages can be reassembled.
 The DD-Code delivers precision in the written word sounding enabling email correspondence
to be configured into DD-Code letter colour structure and then to sound.
 Teaching products will enable the DD-Code to deliver English along side the communities
mother language.

